
HARVEST DICE EXPANSION
The Harvest Dice expansion adds 2 mini modules that can be added to the a standard 2-4 player game. It also 
includes enough dice to support up to 6 players.

Components - 2 White Flower Dice, 3 Additional Veggie Dice, 14 Event Cards, 1 Flower Card and 1 Organizer card to 
aide color blind players.

Module 1 - Flowers (use the Flower card for a quick reference)
To add �owers to the game, consult the chart to determine how many dice to add 
based on player count. If you are playing with 5-6 players, you must include the 
�ower module.

Flowers can be planted in your garden. Every �ower in your garden is worth 
3 Bonus Ribbons at the end of the game. Flowers are planted just like veggies, 
except they do not have to be adjacent to each other when planting, they can go 
anywhere. Flowers also count towards completing a row.

If a �ower die is the last die at the end of a round, then it will contribute to the lowest valued Market, if tied then the 
last player decides.

You can also feed �owers to your pig like you would any veggie.

Module 2 - Event Cards
To use this module, simply shu�e the event cards, then randolmy select 2 to use for this game. Each card is di�erent 
and will e�ect either gameplay or scoring.

The Color-blind card - If you playing with color blind players, other players can orgnaize the veggies by type onto 
this card. If all players are color blind, you can simply roll equal amounts of dice for each area 1 at a time.

Number of Players

Dice to add
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Carrot Columns

Each column of carrots will 
earn you 2 BONUS RIBBONS.

Shipping Crates

Draw a SQUARE CRATE 
around a group of 2x2 like 

veggies. Each CRATE is worth 
3 BONUS RIBBONS.

3

2

Spreading Lettuce

Anytime the lettuce market 
increases, all players may 

draw a new lettuce in a legal 
space.

+1
Killer Tomatoes

At the end of the game, roll 2 
tomato dice. Any tomatoes in 

those columns are counted 
twice!

Scarecrow

You may spend 2         to draw 
a scarecrow. Every veggie 
touching the scarecrow is 

counted twice.

Veggie Cloning

Cross o� a PIG POWER in 
order to plant another veggie 
of the same type adjacent to 

the one you just planted.

Top Soil

Before drafting a die, players 
may re-roll all dice of the 

same number or color.

Sprouts

At the beginning of the 
game, each player rolls 1 of 
each die. Cross o� an X on 

the highest 2 markets rolled.

Piggy Pairs

Anytime the second dice you 
take is the same color or 

number as the �rst dice, feed 
3 to your pig for free.
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Prize Pig

The player or players with the 
most unlocked but unused 

Piggy Powers will earn

5 BONUS RIBBONS

Flowers
Flowers can be planted in your garden 

just like veggies. However, unlike 
veggies, they do not have to touch the 

other �owers when planted.

At the end of the game, �owers are 
worth 3 BONUS RIBBONS each.

If you give the �owers to Pip the Pig, 
you will cross o� 3 spaces regardless 

of the number on the die.

If a Flower is the last die in the pool, 
the lowest market will increase (last 

player breaks ties)
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Miracle Grow

If able, each player at the end of 
the game will mark o� an 

additional circle in the market 
or markets of the veggie or 

veggies they have the least of.

Ribbon Race

The �rst player to �nish each 
row is the only player to 

receive that BONUS RIBBON. 
All other players must cross 

theirs o�.
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Largest Patch

The �rst player to connect 3 like 
veggies takes this card.

Another player may steal this if 
their largest patch of like veggies 

is ever larger than your largest.
This card is worth 5 BONUS 

RIBBONS at the end of the game.
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Flower Garden

Use only if playing with flowers

If you have 3 or more Flowers in 
your Garden you earn an 

additional 1 BONUS RIBBON per 
�ower in your garden.
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